TrustedSite Helps Resellers Boost Profits

Increase Sales with a Powerful
Ecommerce Website Add-On
Businesses Typically See a 3-30% Sales Increase With TrustedSite
Grow your revenue by helping your customer’s grow their businesses. TrustedSite is
a website add-on that’s been proven by small, medium, and large companies to grow
revenue on ecommerce sites. TrustedSite plans provide a recurring revenue stream and
help resellers target the 24 million ecommerce businesses around the world.
Our TrustedSite plans are exclusive to The SSL Store™ – you won’t find them anywhere
else. They are offered at a lower price point which makes them ideal for upsell
opportunities, and are specifically designed for web hosts, domain registrars, web design
firms, and other similar businesses.

Designed to Boost Conversions and Reduce Shopping Cart Abandonment
The average cart abandonment rate in 2021 is 67.91% - and the stats show that customers simply won’t buy from a site they don’t
trust. Building customer trust is critical these days, and TrustedSite helps stores capture these lost sales and put more money in
their pocket thanks to:
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TrustedSite Gets Real Results
TrustedSite has been proven to boost conversion rates on all types of websites—from small shops to major ecommerce stores:
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Protect, Manage, and Promote
TrustedSite acts as a toolbox for business owners and includes a selection of useful features to help ecommerce sites boost their
SEO, find and fix site issues, and financially protect themselves:
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Contact your Partner Growth Manager today to get started selling TrustedSite.
Learn More

Need to get more details?
Contact us at (727) 201-5838 or resellers@theSSLstore.com
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